
video products that make great athletic programs...look great



Q: do your videos show your recruits your best?
We understand that as an Athletic Director or Coach you are committed to 
building a great athletic program. A major component of your success depends 
on recruiting. Excellent recruiting tools can help you bring the best possible 
student-athletes into your program to build successful teams and accomplish 
your goals. By allowing Digital House Media to produce your video solutions for 
your recruiting needs your staff will have the time and the tools to focus their 
efforts on building relationships with the student-athletes you’ve selected to 
recruit. We make certain your 
message is communicated in 
championship and cost-effective 
fashion. 



How Do We Make This Happen?
we keep our overhead in check

We don’t maintain high priced office space and studios. We shoot almost exclusively on location. If we need 
another venue we prefer to rent space that is far more cost effective for our clients. We prefer to use your own 

people as much as possible, but will gladly hire talent when required.

we bring our “A” game
Don’t expect Digital House to show up on location with handheld digital camcorders you use at home. We shoot 
film with some of the best cameras, lights, microphones and equipment in the industry. We then use high quality 

editing tools so we can provide you with high quality results.

we handle the project from beginning to end
Before any production shoot, we send advance teams for pre-production. We prepare each participant so they will 
look and communicate their best. We’ll plan the film locations with your staff so each setting will be available. Our 

team will make sure you are comfortable and informed. 

we win when you win
Post-filming production begins when we return to our studios. We return an initial draft of your video solution for 
your analysis and feedback. Then, we finish our editing process and show you a final copy. The game clock ends 

only when you are 100% satisfied with your video package.

execution, not excuses
The prices we quote represent our best efforts to provide the highest quality solutions and tools for your company 

at reasonable costs. Our contracts are simple. We don’t wrap escalation fees in legalese. When we say we’ll 
deliver your solution for a quoted price, we deliver no matter what, and no excuses.

the score counts
Just like your season record counts, so does ours. Our goal is to build long-term relationships so we can provide 
solutions for each of our clients as long as they need us. Everyone at Digital House treats you like you matter, 

because you do. And, at Digital House we understand and adhere to all NCAA recruiting guidelines to be sure that 
everything you do is in full compliance. 

Contact Lew Compton to talk about your project: 614-306-5888


